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Until now, there have been few options
for the control of the flocks of birds that
invade and contaminate a site other than
killing them. Many gimmicks have been
promoted, proven as failures, and discarded: nuisance bird populations and
problems continue to grow.
Birds are stimulated to claim a structure
because it physically fits their needs. Ibeams or girders in industrial sites,
power stations or architectural features
in buildings, groupings of trees in a
landscape: all these provide convenient
perches for large numbers of birds.
Many man-made environments provide
support for birds’ behavior.
Containment ponds are an ideal habitat for waterfowl. Trees in urban landscapes provide permanent, comfortable perches
with protection for social flockers, which
prosper in a city environment. Airfields
simulate prairies and offer birds long
unobstructed views to be safe from
predators. Landfills and trash containers offer a smorgasbord daily. It is clear
that the birds will stay as long as manmade environments match a bird species
habitat requirement.
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Fog Force is a bird repellent that may be
used indoors and outdoors to repel all
types of birds, including starlings, blackbirds, gulls, Canada geese and any other
bird that has become a nuisance or a

health hazard in an area.

ground, increasing its efficacy.

Because Fog Force is applied in a fog instead of a spray, the amount of repellent
is greatly reduced over other control
methods. Also, Fog Force is more convenient than other methods because applications do not have to be done on subsequent days. There can be several days
between each fogging if the weather conditions are not favorable.

Fog Force should be applied at a rate of
1-4 oz. per 100,000 cubic feet of space
to be treated. Applications may be repeated for as long as birds persist, and
may be fully automated if desired. Subsequent applications (1-6 applications
are typical) often require less product
than the initial application.

Fog Force is benign to the environment
and leaves no residue.
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Since 1960, Methyl Anthralinate (MA),
the active ingredient in Fog Force, has
been known as an effective bird aversion
chemical. Using this naturally occurring
compound that is found in flowers and in
grapes, Fog Force works as a repellent by
stimulating the trigeminal nerves in the
bird’s beak, eyes and throat. Although
most animals have these nerves, only
birds react to MA. Other animals sense
Fog Force as a pleasant grape scent. As a
result of this painful stimulus, birds typically avoid areas where Fog Force has
been applied.
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Fog Force is best applied by a thermal or
ULV fog generator that will deliver a dry
fog with a droplet size of less than 30 microns. The smaller droplet size allows
Fog Force to remain suspended above the

Best results are achieve when birds
congregate in the early evening and
settle for the night, or in the early
morning when they look for their preferred feeding grounds. It is important
to expose as many birds as possible to
the initial application.
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Fog Force is available in 1 gallon and
2.5 gallon containers from Flock Fighters USA. Thermal and ULV foggers
are also available. Shipping and Handling is waived on all case orders of
Fog Force and all fogger purchases.
Flock Fighters USA is committed to
your success! We offer free support
with all purchases, and will even treat
your site for you. Call for an estimate.
Other products are also offered by
Flock Fighters USA:
CROP GUARDIAN: for grapes, blueber-

ries and cherries
MIGRATE: turf applied goose repellent

